With Advanced LIGO detecting the gravitational waves emitted from a pair of merging black holes in late 2015, we have a new perspective into the strong field regime of binary black hole systems. Event horizons are the defining features of such black hole spacetimes. We introduce a new code for locating event horizons in numerical simulations based on a Delaunay triangulation on a topological sphere. The code can automatically refine arbitrary regions of the event horizon surface to find and explore features such as the hole in a toroidal event horizon, as discussed in our companion paper. We also investigate various ways of integrating the geodesic equation and find evolution equations that can be integrated efficiently with high accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In late 2015, the Advanced LIGO interferometers detected the gravitational radiation from a pair of merging black holes [1] . This observation gives a unique view into the highly nonlinear regime of compact-object binary mergers, and the observed gravitational waveform is entirely consistent with General Relativity [2] . While numerical relativity simulations help with detecting and analyzing signals that Advanced LIGO receives, they also provide a laboratory for exploring the entire compact object coalescence parameter space, including the 7-dimensional space of binary black hole (BBH) mergers. Algorithmic improvements in addition to increasing computational power over time have led to a large surge in the number of BBH simulations available to the community [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Among the properties of the spacetime that can be studied using numerical simulations, perhaps the most interesting are those of black hole event horizons (EH), the boundaries of the causal past of future null infinity. The EH surface is therefore dependent on the entire future of the spacetime, making it impossible to locate during BBH simulations that progress forwards in time. A similar surface, called the apparent horizon (AH), is the boundary between outward directed light rays moving away from or toward the center of the black hole. In particular, the EH always contains the AH if it exists, and the surfaces are equal if the black hole has settled down to equilibrium. Locating an AH at a certain time requires only information at that time, so AHs are commonly located during BBH simulations as an EH substitute. Even though EHs are more difficult to locate, we are interested in how to find them because they define the surface of black holes, and physical properties such as the mass and angular momentum of black holes are determined by integrations over the event horizon surface [9] .
We locate event horizons in BBH mergers by utilizing * Contact email: adb228@cornell.edu a theorem that the event horizon is generated by null geodesics having no future end point [10] [11] [12] . Long after the black holes have merged, the spacetime settles down to Kerr, where the EH is identical to the AH. So we can select a set of outgoing null geodesics that lie on the apparent horizon of the remnant black hole near the end of the BBH simulation [13] and integrate the geodesics backwards through time [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The convention that we will follow in this paper is to call these geodesics event horizon generators, though they are only very good approximations to the true generators [19] . Although generators of the horizon have no future endpoint, while tracing the generators backwards in time, some may "leave" the event horizon surface where they meet other generators of the horizon. These points are called caustics when infinitesimally neighboring generators join together, and crossover points when non-neighboring generators cross paths [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] . After they leave the event horizon surface backwards in time, generators are known as future generators of the horizon. When viewing the event horizon forwards in time, future generators become generators of the event horizon after they join through either caustics or crossover points. The previous generation of event horizon finding code in SpEC [18, 19] was sufficient to locate event horizons reasonably accurately, but lacked the ability to adaptively refine itself to study small scale features of the EH surface. An example of a small scale feature we are interested in exploring is a topological hole through the event horizon surface, causing the EH topology to be toroidal. The companion to this paper [23] focuses on locating such short-lived toroidal event horizons. This paper outlines the details behind our new event horizon finder, and the adaptive refinement tools that are essential to resolve a toroidal event horizon.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section II we give an overview of the backwards geodesic method for locating event horizons. In Section III we present the Delaunay triangulation [24, 25] on a spherical topology that we use to represent the event horizon surface, allowing for adaptive refinement. In Section IV and Section V, we show efficient null geodesic evolution equations and outline how we handle metric data during generator evolution. In Section VI, we describe the initial data calculation for event horizon generators, and in Section VII we describe how we identify future generators during the backwards in time evolution.
II. BACKWARDS GEODESIC METHOD OVERVIEW
Cohen et al. [18] compared three methods for locating event horizons and found the most robust method to be the backwards geodesic method. We follow this approach, where we evolve a set of event horizon generators backwards in time to trace out the EH surface. The generators are outward null geodesics that exponentially converge to the true EH surface when traced backwards through time. As we will discuss in Section III, we connect the generators together to form a polygon approximating a smooth surface with the topology of a sphere that may be self-intersecting. This surface does not approximate the event horizon only, but represents the union of the true event horizon and the locus of future generators [26] .
To make the discussion concrete, consider a head-on equal mass binary black hole merger, shown in Fig. 1 . We see spatial cross-sections of apparent horizon surfaces shown blue or green, event horizon surfaces shown in orange, and the future generator surface shown in translucent purple. In panel (a), sufficiently long before the merger, the event horizon surfaces are almost identical to the blue apparent horizon surfaces, which are hardly visible at this time. The future generator surface consists of future generators that will join onto the event horizon surface in the future. When rotating this panel about the rotational axis of symmetry, the union of the event horizon surfaces and future generator surface forms a smooth topological sphere. In panel (b), shortly before the merger, the future generator surface is smaller because some of the future generators joined the event horizon between this panel and the previous panel. We can see the difference between the AH and EH surfaces increases as we get closer to the merger. There are no more future generators in panel (c) since they have all joined the event horizon surface.
In panel (d), a common apparent horizon shown in green has formed around the two interior apparent horizons, and all three apparent horizons lie entirely on or within the event horizon, as they should. As time progresses to panels (e) and (f), we stop tracking the blue inner apparent horizons, the EH settles to a stationary state, and the common AH approaches the event horizon until the two surfaces eventually coincide. With this picture in mind, the method used to locate the EH is to evolve generators backwards in time from panel (f) toward panel (a), which traces out the union of the event horizon surface with the future generator surface. Backwards in time, some generators "leave" the event horizon surface as seen in panels (b) and (a), so we must be able to identify
Cross-sections through apparent horizons and the locus of event horizon generators for a head-on BBH merger, similar to Fig. 1 of [18] . Shown in translucent purple are future generators of the horizon that continuously merge onto the event horizon, shown in orange, until the merger in panel (c).
Shown as blue curves in panels (a-d) are apparent horizons associated with the two individual black holes, and shown as a green curve in panels (d-f) is a common apparent horizon.
which generators leave the surface and when they leave.
III. EVENT HORIZON REPRESENTATION
One of the shortcomings of our previous event horizon finder was the lack of flexibility in refining the distribution of event horizon generators in certain regions of interest. The method of distributing event horizon generators in Cohen et al. [18] used collocation points in a spherical harmonic (Y lm (u, v)) expansion, with u values chosen so that cos u were the roots of the Legendre polynomial of order L + 1, and v values uniformly distributed in [0, 2π), yielding 2(L + 1) 2 generators. This results in the generators not being distributed evenly over the event horizon surface, and does not allow one to increase the resolution of a small patch of the surface.
We want to be able to evenly distribute event horizon generators over the event horizon as well as to be able to adaptively refine regions of the surface to sufficiently resolve the small scale features of the merger. Compared to other methods of locating event horizons [18] , the backwards geodesic method allows simple adaptive refinement, in that we only need to add more generators wherever we want to refine. In addition to being able to place generators where desired, we require of our EH representation the ability to connect the generators to approximate a smooth surface.
To establish an initially evenly distributed set of generators, we begin with a regular icosahedron inscribing a unit sphere as seen in the first panel of Fig. 2 . This corresponds to our base resolution with 12 vertices and 20 triangles. The triangular faces of the icosahedron form a triangulation over the sphere, where each vertex corresponds to one generator of the event horizon. We will see later in Section VI exactly how we map from this sphere to event horizon generators, but for now consider this to closely represent the distribution of generators over an event horizon. We can reach arbitrarily high resolutions by applying the following triangle refinement procedure to each of the 20 triangles on the surface:
1. Choose a point at the median of the vertices of the triangle to be refined.
2. Move the point radially outward to the surface of the unit sphere.
3. Convert the original triangle to three smaller triangles by connecting the new point with the vertices of the original triangle.
4. Check the Delaunay condition, described below, along all exterior edges of the new triangles and perform an edge flip if necessary.
When we apply this procedure to all the triangles, we call it uniform refinement. To understand the Delaunay condition and edge flips, consider four points connected to form the quadrilateral ABCD. There are two ways to form a set of two triangles from this quadrilateral, either by connecting AC to form ABC and ACD, or connecting BD to form ABD and BCD. The pair of triangles with the largest minimum angle among the six interior angles satisfies the Delaunay condition. An edge flip is the name for the process of converting a pair of triangles with a shared edge that fails the Delaunay condition into one that satisfies the condition. For example, we could "flip the edge" AC by removing AC and replacing it with BD.
There are two choices for how to calculate the interior angles of these triangles, since the triangle vertices live on a sphere. The code can handle treating the triangles as either flat or curved along the surface of the sphere. We default to treating the triangles as curved when calculating angles, but this difference becomes less important as the triangles get sufficiently small.
One round of uniform refinement adds a vertex to each triangle, going from an icosahedron with 12 vertices to a Pentakis dodecahedron with 32 vertices shown in panel (b) of Fig. 2 . This procedure can be repeated indefinitely, but we typically uniformly refine the full triangulation six times, resulting in 7, 292 vertices evenly distributed over the surface as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 2 . In general, the n th iteration of uniform refinement has 20 × 3 n triangles and 2 + 10 × 3 n vertices 1 . While there are faster ways to generate uniform distributions of vertices over the sphere, the refinement method we use is general and can be used to adaptively refine arbitrary regions of the sphere by only refining a subset of the triangles, a procedure we call selective refinement. In practice, we typically do a pilot event horizon run using a uniform distribution of 7, 292 generators to determine the set of triangles we are interested in refining. Then we add generators to only those triangles in the region of interest and perform a second event horizon run. Selective refinement is crucial for studying small-scale features of the event horizon, such as the short-lived hole in a toroidal EH surface as discussed in the companion paper [23] .
We have control over multiple parameters to tune the selective refinement:
• The refinement depth parameter roughly controls how many points are added to the selected triangles.
• The refinement width parameter controls how wide a region we are refining. • We can control how many event horizon iterations we perform.
The refinement depth and width provide complete control over the refinement for the problems we are interested in, so we usually set the number of EH runs to two, corresponding to one round of refinement.
Before seeing examples of localized refinement, we must introduce the concept of a triangle descendant. When refining one triangle, we add a vertex and convert the triangle to three new triangles that are all labeled descendants of the original triangle. In addition, if we have to perform any edge flips, we convert two triangles into two new triangles that are both labeled descendants of the two previous triangles. We maintain a full tree-like structure of triangles that is useful for quickly locating triangles given a location on the sphere, but more importantly the tree is useful when adding more than one point to a triangle.
An example of selective refinement is shown in Fig. 3 , where we explore aggressive refinement of one triangle. Panel (a) shows one refinement iteration applied to one triangle, where a point is added and connected to the vertices of the triangle. The Delaunay condition is checked on all 3 edges opposite the new vertex, but in this instance, no edges needed to be flipped. In panel (b), to reach a second refinement iteration we add a point to each of the three previously created triangles, resulting in a total of 4 new points. In other words, we add a vertex to each descendant of the original triangle. Again the Delaunay condition is checked on the edges opposing any of the new vertices, which is 6 edges in this case. We can see that all 6 edges are flipped here, giving an improved set of triangles. To perform a third refinement iteration, we must again add one vertex to each of the 12 descendant triangles of the original triangle and check for edge flips. The refinement depth is closely related to the number of refinement iterations. Our highest resolution event horizon run to date refined from 7, 292 to 246, 687 generators with this procedure, and the algorithm handles this with no problems.
Performing edge flips continually as we refine is important because we add points to the median of each triangle. If we want an even distribution of vertices, then we want each triangle to be as close to equilateral as possible, which amounts to maintaining a Delaunay condition on the sphere. These edge flips allow the density of vertices to change smoothly even though there is a large range of vertex densities over the sphere, as seen by comparing the density of vertices in panel (d) of Fig. 3 to the original vertices in Fig. 2 . In practice, the refinement does not stray far beyond the region where we are interested in refining. Figure 4 shows an example of selective refinement of an event horizon surface for a binary. The surface is the initial data surface for an event horizon simulation of a 6 to 1 mass ratio binary, with dimensionless spin χ ≈ 0.9 on the large BH and χ ≈ 0.3 on the small BH in arbitrary directions ([4] ID SXS:BBH:0165). To study the small scale features that arise where the event horizons first touch, we need to add generators to that portion of the surface. The right side of this figure shows a zoomedin region of the event horizon surface to illustrate the transition between the low resolution and high resolution regions. Figure 5 shows the same simulation during the merger, where we can see the high density of event horizon generators located in the neck of the event horizon where the black holes met slightly earlier.
The density of generators is smooth and continuous between the low density and high density regions of generators. This good behavior arises partially from continually checking the Delaunay condition, as seen in Fig. 3 . In addition, the code sets the number of refinement iterations to smoothly transition between the low and high density regions automatically. While our selective refinement algorithm refines triangles, we determine which triangles to refine based on whether the generators at the vertices of the triangle were future generators in the past. If only one vertex of a triangle satisfies this property, then we set the number of refinement iterations to the specified refinement depth. For each additional vertex of that triangle associated with the neck region, we increment the number of refinement iterations by one. For example, if the refinement depth parameter is set to 3, as in Fig The other tunable parameter is the refinement width, which controls how wide our refinement region is. Using Fig. 1 as a reference, if we refined triangles associated with the future generators in panel (b) we would obtain a fairly thin refinement region, but if we refine based on the future generators in panel (a) we would widen the refinement region. Therefore we control the refinement width by choosing how long before the merger we identify triangles associated with future generators.
The parameters discussed so far refine the neck of the event horizon satisfactorily, but refine nowhere else. For high mass ratio binaries, such as the one shown in Fig. 5 , it may be worthwhile to consider refining the surface based on the curvature as well. In this case, the smaller black hole would have a large curvature compared to the number of generators in the region, and thus would have more generators added to that region. One way to accomplish this refinement is to look at the angle between the normal of a triangle and the normal of all its neighboring triangles, and add generators if the angle is too large. This type of refinement is not currently implemented since we are only interested in the neck region for this paper.
After assembling a useful distribution of generators on the EH, how do we calculate quantities over the surface? Derivatives of scalars are calculated using first-order finite differencing, following [27] adapted to a curved surface. For some scalar f defined at the vertices of the triangulation, we can approximate the derivatives of the scalar inside the triangle using the function values at the vertices
as in equation (1) of [27] , where f i is the scalar value at the vertex with coordinates (θ i , φ i ), ∂ u f is the partial derivative of f with respect to u, and ∆ is twice the coordinate area of the triangle. To evaluate the derivative at a vertex, we perform a weighted average of Eq. (1a) over each triangle the vertex belongs to. The derivative of the scalar at a vertex can thus be approximated as
The derivatives in Eq. (2a) are well-behaved far from the poles of the (θ, φ) coordinate system, but would require care when crossing the poles. Since our choice of vertices is evenly spread over the sphere, the vertices do not avoid the coordinate singularity at these poles. To obtain wellbehaved derivatives everywhere, we set up three (θ, φ) coordinate systems on the sphere with the poles on the x, y, or z axis, using a cyclic permutation of the usual Cartesian to spherical coordinate transformation. The derivative at some vertex uses all neighboring vertices, so the lowest resolution triangulation our code supports must be oriented such that each vertex and its neighbors live entirely in one of the three coordinate systems without crossing the poles. This corresponds to vertices at all cyclic permutations of (±φ, ±1, 0)/( 1 + φ 2 ), where φ is the golden ratio, and we have normalized to 1. When computing quantities that do not depend explicitly on the choice of coordinate system on the sphere, we simply choose the coordinate system farthest from the poles, i.e. θ closest to π/2.
IV. GENERATOR EVOLUTION
Our code can trace event horizon generators independently through either numerical or analytic metric data, which is useful for performing code tests. It is common for numerical simulations to use the 3 + 1 decomposition [28] , so we express the metric in the form
where α is the lapse function, β i is the shift vector, and γ ij is the spatial metric.
2 We obtain numerical data from simulations performed using the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC) [4, [29] [30] [31] . The generators are traced by evolving a solution to the geodesic equation
where x τ is the four-position of the geodesic, λ is an affine parameter, and Γ τ µν are the Christoffel symbols describing the effective force caused by spacetime curvature.
To facilitate the numerical geodesic evolution, we split this second-order differential equation into two first-order equations using an intermediate momentum-like variable such as p τ = dx τ /dλ. As we have some freedom in the definition of this momentum variable, we look for one that helps to minimize computational time and numerical errors when evolving through spacetimes with black holes.
We initially explored using the variable p τ = dx τ /dλ from Hughes et al. [15] , along with converting the evolution equations from affine parameter λ to the coordinate time t of SpEC evolutions through the use of p 0 = dt/dλ. Although the resulting evolution equations are concise and have no time derivatives of metric variables, the quantities p 0 and p i grow exponentially near black hole horizons in typical coordinate systems used by SpEC simulations. This forces our time-stepper to take prohibitively small steps in order to achieve the desired accuracy.
We therefore choose a momentum variable slightly different than p τ to mitigate this time-stepping problem. Null geodesics satisfy p · p = 0, which can be rewritten as 
where we also divide by α to reduce the number of terms in the resulting evolution equations. This choice of intermediate variable is the same one that appears in [32] . Using Π i and the 3 + 1 decomposition of Eq. (3), we can express the geodesic equation in Eq. (4) in the form
where K jk is the extrinsic curvature (see, e.g., [28] ) and Π i is defined via the inverse spatial metric as Π i ≡ γ ij Π j . Note that the geodesic equation consists of four secondorder equations, yet we only have three pairs of coupled first-order equations in Eq. (6b). Because we are evolving a normalized momentum, Eq. (5), we have lost information about p 0 during evolution. Compared to the evolution equations in Hughes et al. [15] , we have introduced a time derivative of the three-metric inside K jk , but we have significantly sped up the evolution near black holes by removing the exponential growth of p 0 and p i . The equations in Eq. (6b) are similar to those in (28) of Vincent et al. [33] . In fact our intermediate evolution variable Π i is related to their variable V i by the threemetric, such that Π i = V i . But our Eq. (6b) has a reduced number of both temporal and spatial derivatives of metric 2 Our convention is that Greek indices, as in x τ , denote temporal or spatial components, while Latin indices, as in x i , denote only spatial components.
quantities compared to Vincent's (28) . More detailed information about splittings of the geodesic evolution equation can be found in Appendix A.
V. HANDLING METRIC DATA
Because we perform the generator evolution through the SpEC metric data backwards in time, we must complete the binary black hole simulation beforehand while saving sufficient metric data to disk. We need all the metric components specified in Eq. (6b) at any given time and location in the evolution domain, or we need to be able to compute them. While we do not need all of the metric and its derivatives in our evolution equations, it is simpler to save g µν and all of the derivatives used during the SpEC BBH simulation and deal with slightly more disk space usage.
The metric and derivatives are stored on the BBH evolution grid points at a deterministic set of times such that we can interpolate the metric quantities to any spacetime point in the simulation domain. The metric g µν has 10 unique components when accounting for symmetry, and the derivatives ∂ δ g µν have 40 components leading to a total of 50N pts N t numbers, where N pts is the average number of grid points and N t is the number of time slices stored. In addition, some extra information about where the points are located and how they are distributed must also be stored.
For one fully generic BBH evolution of unequal mass black holes with arbitrary spin directions and magnitudes, the metric data can take many terrabytes of disk usage. Since typical clusters have one or two gigabytes of memory per core, we do not have nearly enough memory to read all the metric data at once. To handle this situation, we utilize a shared memory paradigm by using OpenMP. During generator evolution, we read sections of the metric data into memory only as needed and at most once, storing it in a shared thread-safe cache. Other generators then simply access the cache to get the metric data instead of reading it from disk for themselves.
We maintain a priority queue of generators ordered by their current evolution time, such that generators that are farthest behind are given highest priority. After a pool of OpenMP threads is spawned, each thread will grab the next highest priority generator in the queue, evolve for one timestep, then insert the generator back into the priority queue. A potential concern that the CPU cache was not being utilized by taking only one timestep at a time turned out not to be valid. With the priority queue, generators are kept as close in time as possible, so that metric data in the cache is kept for as little time as needed. Since the domain structure in SpEC consists of many subdomains, only the required subdomains are read into memory. Periodically, we use the evolution time of the farthest-behind generator to determine which metric data stored in the cache is safe to be deleted 3 . When a generator requests metric data at a particular location and time, we must perform both a spatial and a temporal interpolation in general. Spatial interpolations are performed spectrally, taking advantage of the pseudospectral grid used during SpEC simulations. We are left with the innocent looking tasks of temporal interpolation and how to properly combine temporal and spatial interpolations. These tasks turn out to be quite complicated and are described in Appendix B.
VI. INITIAL DATA
We evolve a set of event horizon generators backwards in time to trace the event horizon surface, so we need to set an initial time, location, and direction for each generator. As hinted at by Fig. 1 , the apparent horizon and event horizon surfaces asymptotically approach each other after the merger. If we set the initial time of the backwards evolution to be late enough, the black hole will have settled to a nearly stationary solution and the apparent horizon surface could be used as initial data for the locations of the event horizon generators [13] . In SpEC, the apparent horizon is represented with a spherical harmonic decomposition, so we simply look for a time where the spherical harmonic coefficients are sufficiently stationary to choose an initial time.
Next we need to determine the positions of the generators using the triangulation over the unit sphere described in Section III. We first note that each vertex of the unit sphere triangulation defines a (θ, φ) direction. The position of the generator associated with that vertex is then set to the intersection of the AH surface and the ray starting at the center of the AH pointing in the direction defined by the vertex. We use spectral interpolation on the spherical harmonic basis used to represent the AH to find the intersection. Since stationary black hole AHs have a nearly spherical shape when represented in typical coordinate systems used by SpEC, mapping between the reference sphere and the AH surface roughly maintains the carefully constructed distribution of vertices from Section III.
Finally, we need to find the initial direction of each generator, used to calculate our intermediate evolution variable p i /(αp 0 ) from Eq. (6b). Following [18] , the initial direction of a generator should be the normal to the surface at the location of the generator, where the normal is calculated spectrally on the AH following Baumgarte et al. [34] . The normal direction is set to p i , which is transformed into p i /(αp 0 ) using the lapse and p 0 as calculated in Section IV.
It is important to note that refinement of the unit sphere in Section III never destroys vertices, but only destroys (and then creates) triangles. Once we trace an EH generator trajectory, we can store and reuse the trajectory after refinement without retracing the generator. Therefore we only calculate initial data for newly created vertices in the triangulation for which we need to find the trajectory. Unfortunately, while the generator trajectories from the pilot run do not need to be recalculated, determining when generators join the horizon must be recalculated completely since the triangles have changed.
VII. IDENTIFYING FUTURE GENERATORS
Although the event horizon surface is generated by null geodesics that never leave the horizon, event horizon generators readily join onto the horizon during the merger, as can be seen in Fig. 1 . In the backwards in time language, generators can leave the horizon where they meet other generators through one of two types of points: caustics, where neighboring generators converge to a point, or crossover points, where non-neighboring generators on the horizon meet. We must therefore identify and distinguish these caustics and crossover points.
When we trace event horizon generators, we record their locations at a predetermined set of times. In order to properly resolve the short-duration features appearing during the merger of the black holes, we need fine time resolution during the merger. However, the process of looking for caustics or crossover points scales linearly with the number of times where we record generator locations. We do not require such fine time resolution after merger where the event horizon is slowly varying and no more generators are joining, so we smoothly transition the separation between recording times from the fine resolution merger to the coarse resolution ringdown. We use a piecewise function with a hyperbolic tangent transition function to specify the spacing between recording times ∆t,
where ∆t fine and ∆t coarse specify the fine and coarse spacings, t fine and t coarse specify the boundaries for the fine and coarse spacing regions, and the transition function in square brackets varies between 0 and 1. The time range between t fine and t coarse is used to smoothly transition between the different spacings, and any smooth monotonic transition function would be sufficient. After performing the tracing, we must determine if and when generators leave the horizon backwards in time using the recorded generator locations. We search for caustics, where neighboring generators meet, by looking for generators with negative expansion parameter, similar to Cohen et al. [18] . The expansion of a generator is proportional to the fractional change of the area element around the generator,
where h is the determinant of the induced metric on the horizon at the location of the generator. Unlike Cohen et al. [18] , where the induced metric is found using second-order finite difference stencils, it is not trivial to go beyond first-order finite differencing using our irregularly structured grid. Nevertheless, we see no evidence that the first-order derivatives are not accurate enough, since the adaptive refinement scheme discussed in Section III drastically decreases the distance between generators. The induced metric on the event horizon is given by
where γ ij is the spatial metric, q i are the coordinates on the 3-dimensional spacetime slice, and y a are the (θ, φ) coordinates on the horizon surface. The derivatives are calculated using Eq. (2a). Since we are only interested in the fractional change in √ det h ab in Eq. (8), we are free to perform a useful rescaling of the induced metric such
For a spherically symmetric space,h is a constant over the sphere, which provides a useful correctness check and removes the coordinate dependence on θ. When computing derivatives on the event horizon surface, to avoid coordinate issues around the poles of the coordinate system, we can align the poles with the x, y, or z axes by choosing the corresponding coordinate system defined in Section III. We are free to change coordinate systems when calculating the expansion for different generators since we are not comparing neighboring generators, but only checking the sign of the expansion parameter.
To find the specific time t join that a generator joins on the horizon, we first compute h for each generator at each stored time. Then we take the partial derivative with respect to time along each generator with a third order Lagrange interpolating polynomial and calculate the fractional change of h with respect to time, which is proportional to the expansion parameter. If this fractional change with respect to time changes sign between two recording times, we know the join time is between these times. We identify t join by simply linearly interpolating the fractional change between the recording times where it changes sign to find when the expansion parameter passes through zero. This algorithm to compute the expansion is parallelized using a set of MPI processes and a pool of OpenMP threads on each process. The set of generators on the event horizon surface is distributed evenly across the OpenMP threads and MPI processes to calculate the quantity h . The next step is to take the time derivative, which is a relatively inexpensive operation, so it is currently only parallelized over the MPI processes and not over OpenMP threads.
The other way generators can join the surface is through crossover points, where non-neighboring generators meet.
Checking for the collision of a moving triangle abc and some other generator q(t) between times t0 and t1. The triangle is constructed by connecting three neighboring vertices a(t), b(t), and ct. At some time, the four generators may become coplanar, as illustrated in the figure.
Since we are evolving a finite number of generators to approximate the surface, in general the generators we evolve will not cross each other. We therefore look for crossover points by checking for surface self-intersections by using a collision detection algorithm as described in [19] , where every vertex is compared against every triangle to see if the generator at that vertex passed through the triangle between neighboring recording times. Our situation is simplified compared to Cohen et al. [19] , however, because we explicitly start with an unchanging set of triangles as opposed to needing to define and construct a set of triangles from a (θ, φ) grid. Because the event horizon surface is approximated by connecting generators to form triangles, the collision of a triangle and any other generator between times t 0 and t 1 indicates that the generator joined the event horizon through a crossover at a time t join satisfying t 0 ≤ t join < t 1 .
The collision detection algorithm assumes each generator moves linearly through time between two neighboring times, as shown in Fig. 6 . The location of a generator q(t) is therefore a linear function between t 0 and t 1 ,
and similarly for the vertices of some triangle, a(t), b(t), and c(t). These generators and their trajectories are shown in Fig. 6 . The normal vector to the triangle abc is then a quadratic function in time
We first solve for all times when the generator q(t) and the triangle are coplanar by finding the roots of
which is a cubic polynomial. An example of a coplanar time is shown in Fig. 6 as the dotted horizontal line. We immediately disregard any roots of the cubic that lie outside the range t 0 ≤ t coplanar < t 1 , and disregard complex roots. For every root t coplanar remaining, we check whether q(t coplanar ) lies inside triangle abc. If so, we mark the time at which the generator joins the horizon as this time, t join = t coplanar . It is possible that multiple roots of the cubic lie both in the desired time range and inside the triangle, but generators physically cannot cross after they join the horizon [35] , so we choose the latest of the t coplanar roots to be the join time.
We apply the collision detection algorithm for every pair of neighboring times where we have recorded generator location data, comparing each triangle to every other vertex. Since all generators of the event horizon are on the event horizon surface at late times, we start with the latest pair of neighboring times and work backwards. Since we are only interested in self-intersections of the actual event horizon surface, we must remove vertices and triangles from the algorithm after they leave the EH backwards in time. Once we find a join time t join for a generator, either corresponding to joining as a caustic or a crossover, we do not need to check for collisions with that generator and other triangles as we move to earlier pairs of times where t 0 < t 1 < t join . Choosing when to remove a triangle from the algorithm is more subtle, since triangles are formed from three EH generators. We only remove a triangle from the algorithm once all three generators forming the triangle have left the EH surface, a choice that is described in Appendix C.
This includes both when the generator would be used to form a triangle as well as when the generator would be the single vertex. If both the caustic and crossover point algorithms determine that t a ≤ t join ≤ t b for some pair of neighboring times t a and t b , then the later time must be the true join time, to satisfy the property that generators do not meet after they join the event horizon.
The search for crossovers is the most costly part of the event horizon simulation, since it is the only part of the simulation that scales quadratically with the number of generators. We have optimized the cost of each individual check for a collision between a vertex and a triangle to O(2 µs). In addition, for each pair of neighboring times, we use an OpenMP thread pool to parallelize over the triangles, and we parallelize all the remaining vertices over the MPI processes.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new event horizon finding code, with adaptive localized refinement, based on a Delaunay triangulation on a surface with the topology of a sphere. We now have the ability to refine arbitrary portions of the event horizon surface to discover and study small-scale features such as the hole in a toroidal event horizon, as discussed in our companion paper [23] . The triangulation is covered by three overlapping coordinate systems to avoid issues with coordinate singularities at the poles of the standard polar coordinate system. Using the backwards geodesic event horizon finding algorithm, we specify how to calculate initial data for event horizon generators and how to use the triangulation when searching for future generators of the event horizon.
There are several ways this event horizon finding code can be further improved. The refinement algorithm currently creates an even distribution of event horizon generators at late times in the BBH simulation, where the horizon looks like Kerr. Unfortunately, when traced backwards in time, the event horizon surface becomes significantly stretched and distorted, leading the triangles and the distribution of generators to be similarly stretched. Since we are interested in studying the event horizon at the time of merger, we would like the generators to be evenly spaced at the time of merger. An improvement to the refinement algorithm would be to first perform an event horizon run using an even distribution of generators to determine how the triangles are stretched near merger, then use the stretch information to add new generators to the initial data surface so that the triangles are initially stretched in the orthogonal direction, but become unstretched near the merger into almost equilateral triangles. It is not obvious to us how to generate such a distribution. We note that it is difficult to re-triangulate the event horizon surface at every time step, because the re-triangulation procedure would need to understand that the surface is stretched, or else it would "cut corners" off the strongly distorted EH shape.
Furthermore, the collision detection algorithm, the slowest step in the EH locating process, is naively O(N 2 ) in the number of EH generators. One could improve the coefficient of this algorithm by dividing the space into spatial bins, with a quadtree for example, and ignoring collisions of a triangle and generator in entirely distinct spatial bins. This was not implemented because of the complexity of determining a good splitting of the surface and the problem of handling triangles or vertices that move between different regions. It is common for numerical simulations to use the 3 + 1 decomposition [28] , so we express the metric Eq. (3) in the form
The inverse metric is
The associated connection coefficients for this representation of the metric are
where ∇
i and Γ (3) k ij are the covariant derivative and connection coefficients associated with the spatial metric γ ij , and we have used the extrinsic curvature
To numerically integrate the geodesic equation
we seek an efficient splitting into two first-order differential equations. A natural splitting arises through the use of the photon momentum
With this momentum variable, we have the evolution equations dp
These can be converted to equations with respect to a coordinate time t by diving through by p 0 = dt/dλ. 
which is a convenient intermediate variable choice as we will see shortly, but is problematic because it involves all of the connection coefficients during evolution. Additionally, the use of Γ µ 00 involves time derivatives of the lapse and shift (Eq. (A3)).
Performing the sum over all the connection coefficients is inefficient because of the number of terms being summed as well as inaccurate if the metric terms come from a numerical source versus an analytic source. There are many cancellations in the geodesic equation that can be taken advantage of with the appropriate choice of intermediate variable. Hughes et al. [15] explored using
obtaining the evolution equations
Converting to an evolution with respect to coordinate time t gives dp
These equations have considerably fewer terms than those in Eq. (A8b) and also no time derivatives of metric functions. We note that although the variable p 0 is not evolved, it can be calculated by enforcing p · p = 0, giving
Unfortunately, these equations are poorly suited for evolving outgoing null geodesics near black hole horizons in the coordinate systems we are interested in, as p 0 ∼ e t for an event horizon generator of a Schwarzschild spacetime expressed in Kerr-Schild coordinates for example. Other components of the 4-momentum have similar exponential dependence, leading to increasingly small timesteps. The evolution equations in Eq. (A8b) conveniently cancel the exponential behavior by evolving the ratio p i / p 0 . Can we get the best of both worlds, avoiding the exponential behavior of Eq. (A11b) and avoiding the large number of terms in Eq. (A8b)?
One attempt is to evolve the lower momentum normalized by p 0 as in
With the definition P i = γ ij P j , this yields the evolution equations
These equations certainly have more terms than Eq. (A11b), but do not suffer from the issue of small timesteps.
We can reduce the number of terms involved in the equations further by including an extra factor of the lapse, such that
Similarly, we define Π i = γ ij Π j . The resulting evolution equations are those mentioned in the main text, which we repeat here for completeness
By using the variable Π i , we have reduced further the number of terms involved, eliminated time derivatives of the metric, as well as removed the small timestep behavior. Since we are evolving a normalized momentum, we have lost the ability to calculate p 0 . If p 0 is necessary it can be evolved separately, but for outgoing geodesics near black hole horizons p 0 ∼ e t . For such geodesics, we recommend evolving the quantity ln αp 0 , giving
An alternative is to simply evolve ln p 0 , which has more terms. For geodesics evolved far from black hole horizons, p 0 can be evolved directly by noting d ln p 0 /dt = 1/p 0 dp 0 /dt . The evolution equations using Π i are similar to those in Equation (28) of Vincent et al. [33] . In fact, the intermediate evolution variable Π i is related to their variable V i by the three-metric, such that Π i = V i . But our Eq. (6b) has a reduced number of both temporal and spatial derivatives of metric quantities compared to Vincent's Eq. (28).
Appendix B: Spacetime interpolations
Each component of the metric is handled independently, so it is sufficient to consider the interpolation of a scalar A defined on a set of points split into separate subdomains and on a set of time slices. This is complicated by the fact that SpEC utilizes a dual-frame system [31, 36] , where computations are performed in a reference frame called the grid frame. In the grid frame, the black holes are stationary with respect to the collocation points of the evolution, and a time-dependent mapping is maintained between this frame and the asymptotically inertial frame, which we call the inertial frame.
In the inertial frame, the grid points on which the scalar A is defined are moving with respect to time, as seen in Fig. 7 . As a consequence, the domain boundary that is stationary in the grid frame is also moving with time.
Suppose we are interested in the value of A at the ×, located at (x i I , t) where x i I is the spatial location in the inertial frame, and we want to use 6 time slices to perform a 5 th order time interpolation. If we choose to perform a spatial interpolation on each of the 6 time slices first, then perform a temporal interpolation to the time t, then we have two choices for how to spatially interpolate.
The first choice, shown with pluses and a line in purple, is to spatially interpolate to x i I on each time slice, then interpolate in time. This method has two major drawbacks. The scalar A is, by construction, usually varying slower in time when viewed at a constant grid point x i G compared to a constant inertial point x i I . The result is less accurate temporal interpolations along x i I which leads to decreased time step sizes. In addition, spatially interpolating to a constant point in the inertial frame could lead to attempting to spatially interpolate outside of the domain, as seen on the last time slice on the right side of the figure. Therefore, the preferred option is to Fig. 7 , but we are observing in the grid frame. We demonstrate the additional choice between performing the spatial interpolations before or after temporal interpolations. Spatial before temporal is shown in orange, and temporal before spatial is shown in pink.
interpolate to a constant grid frame point on each time slice, then interpolate in time, as shown with filled dots and a line in orange.
It is instructive to view this interpolation in the grid frame, as seen in Fig. 8 . In this frame, the locations of the domain boundary and the grid points are stationary in time. On each time slice, we perform a spatial interpolation to the orange points at x i G = M (x i I , t), where t is the time to which we are interpolating and M is the time dependent mapping from the inertial frame to the grid frame. In this figure, we show another possibility where we first interpolate in time along each grid point in the subdomain to the pink pluses, then perform a spatial interpolation. If we count the number of operations required for either method, we find that interpolating in time then space takes O(N s N When we encounter a regrid, we must find the relationship between the regrids at the black dot locations by using the inertial frame which is continuous across regrids, as seen in Fig. 10 .
Interpolating in space then time takes
operations, which is typically larger than the number of operations when interpolating in time first, since N s > N t for our case.
Unfortunately, while interpolating in time before space requires fewer operations, in practice the error in the interpolated tensors is larger, resulting in the generator timestepper taking smaller steps. We therefore default to always performing a spectral spatial interpolation on each time slice to the grid point x i G , then interpolating in time with Lagrange polynomial interpolation.
The situation becomes more complicated when adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) during the original BBH evolution alters the grid frame. In general, the evolution grid has a different number of points after an AMR regrid, and the coordinates in the grid frame are not continuous across the regrid. In Fig. 9 , we see two AMR regrids denoted by vertical dashed lines at times t 1.5 and t 2.5 . We start in the grid frame labeled G2, where the desired interpolation location (x i I , t) lives, following the same procedure of mapping to the grid frame location
, where M 2 is the mapping from the inertial frame to the grid frame G2. We spatially interpolate to the grid point x i G2 at all the times within the time interpolation stencil and in the frame G2. When a regrid occurs, we must determine how the two neighboring grid frames are related so we know to what grid location to interpolate. Specifically, we need to know what the corresponding grid frame locations in G1 and G3 are, that is, x i G1 and x i G3 respectively. We make use of the inertial frame whose coordinates are continuous across the regrid to find the relationship between the grid frames. Consider the regrid at t 1.5 . We map from the G2 grid frame location to the inertial frame via the G2 mapping M Fig. 9 , but viewed in the inertial frame of SpEC. The line along which we are interpolating is continuous in the inertial frame, and the black dots on the boundary between regrids are used to find how the neighboring grid frames are related. FIG. 11 . Portion of the event horizon surface, shown in orange, on top of the SpEC domain structure just before and after the grid change for the ringdown. In red, we see the evolution grid just before the ringdown grid change including the excision regions associated with the two inner apparent horizons. In blue, we see the evolution grid just after the ringdown grid change, with only one excision region associated with the common apparent horizon. Both the inner and common apparent horizons can be seen in panel (d) of Fig. 1 . the grid locations is
This procedure is applied at every regrid in the range of times where temporal interpolation occurs. The result is a set of straight lines in the grid frame shown in Fig. 9 along which we interpolate in time.
The corresponding inertial frame viewpoint is shown in Fig. 10 . Again we see that the domain boundary and grid points are in general at different locations in the inertial frame, but the line along which we are interpolating is continuous across the regrids unlike in the grid frame. The black dot at each regrid time is used as the anchor point to map between the neighboring grid frames in Eq. (B1). Specifically, the black dot along the first regrid satisfies
There is an additional complication to this procedure, albeit rare, that can occur when determining the rela-tionship between neighboring grid frames in Eq. (B1). In Fig. 11 , we see part of the domain structure for a BBH simulation with parameters consistent with the Advanced LIGO event [1] , specifically m 1 /m 2 = 1.25 with dimensionless spin magnitudes χ 1 = 0.45, χ 2 = 0.54 in arbitrary directions. In red, we see a cutaway of the inspiral domain structure just before the domain topology changes for the ringdown, where there are two excision regions associated with individual apparent horizons of the black holes. At this time, SpEC finds a common apparent horizon encapsulating both of the inner apparent horizons, which triggers the evolution domain to change topology to have just one excision region. The new domain structure after the regrid is shown in blue, so all the structure near the inner apparent horizons shown in red has been excised from the domain. Finally, in orange, we show a portion of the event horizon surface. Since the apparent horizon is never outside the event horizon, and the excision region by construction is always inside the apparent horizon, the event horizon surface always encapsulates the excision region completely.
Consider the transition between G2 to G3 in Fig. 10 , and assume that this transition is associated with the domain change from the red inspiral grid to the blue ringdown grid. If the point to which we want to interpolate resides in the red region after the regrid, then the point will be off the domain, causing the interpolation to fail. In SpEC, regrids can only cause grid locations to be removed from the evolution grid, not to enter the evolution grid. Therefore, we use a lopsided time interpolation stencil favoring earlier time slices to solve this issue. We first try a balanced stencil with n/2 times on either side of the desired interpolation point, and retry with n/2 + 1 times before the point and n/2 − 1 after if it fails, and so forth.
While we have the ability to perform spacetime interpolations in multiple ways, the default is to interpolate first in space to a constant point in the grid frame on each time slice required for the time interpolation, then perform the time interpolation. The primary advantages to these choices are that the code handles interpolation requests accurately and without failure near domain boundaries and AMR regrids. When tracing event horizon generators backwards through time, generators leave the EH surface when they meet other generators. These meeting points are classified as either caustics where neighboring generators meet or crossover points where non-neighboring generators meet. We detect crossover points by searching for EH surface self-intersections where in theory two generators cross, but in practice we only identify that a generator q intersected a triangle abc between neighboring times t 0 and t 1 as described in Section VII. This collision implies there is some EH generator u (that we have not evolved) inside abc that met with q between t 0 and t 1 , so we flag q as leaving the horizon backwards through time.
Consider the setup in Fig. 12 where we follow part of a null plane wave satisfying t = z approximated by a set of generators in orange dots connected to form a set of triangles. Another null plane wave, not shown, satisfies t = (x−y−z)/ √ 3 and is similarly approximated by a set of generators. On small scales, these two intersecting plane waves roughly approximate two intersecting portions of the EH surface. We want to search for intersections of these plane waves using only the generators of the plane waves we are evolving. We know analytically that the intersection of these waves in the plane of Fig. 12 satisfies t = (x − y)/(1 + √ 3) and so travels in the (+x, −y) direction forwards in time (and travels faster than the speed of light). After the two waves intersect, the future generators shaded with blue-green will join the event horizon. At this particular time, a generator of the plane wave not shown in this figure, q, intersects abc at the location u, so a generator at u would join the horizon at this instant along with q.
As was done in Section VII, the algorithm is to follow both plane waves backwards through time to search for intersections where generators leave the surface. We need to identify for each generator we keep track of, shown as an orange dot, when the generator leaves the horizon. One way to handle the fact that the generator q intersected a hypothetical generator at u is to actually create a new generator at u and keep track of it. As shown in Fig. 12 , we would then classify acu and ucb as being filled with future generators, and aub would still be part of the EH surface. We should therefore remove acu and ucb from the collision detection algorithm, and leave aub in the algorithm, because we only want to detect collisions between generators that are both on the EH.
This method would give a correct algorithm, but introduces some additional complications, so we seek a simpler algorithm. Without adding a generator, is it better to continue to include abc in the algorithm or remove it from the algorithm? Both choices have some potential failure modes we need to consider. If we continue to include the triangle in the collision detection, then the potential failure mode occurs when some generator w intersects either acu or ucb, and we proceed to incorrectly flag w as having left the EH backwards in time. The generator w should still be considered part of the EH surface because we only care about surface self-intersections between two generators that are both on the EH. However, in this setup of two colliding plane waves, there will never be such a generator w that is falsely flagged, because the plane wave to which w belongs has already passed by the triangles acu and ucb. Therefore, including the full triangle abc in the collision detection algorithm introduces no failure modes that are possible if the EH is sufficiently covered with generators.
The other option is to remove abc from the algorithm. The potential failure mode here occurs when a generator w should have intersected some generator in aub causing it to leave the horizon, but we incorrectly label w as still being a part of the EH surface. This failure mode can and does occur in both this toy model example and in realistic BBH event horizon simulations. Therefore, removing the triangle from the collision detection yields incorrect results, where some generators are falsely flagged as being on the EH.
To summarize, the method we use is to keep abc in the collision detection algorithm until the entire triangle is filled with future generators, or equivalently when all three generators a, b, and c are all flagged as future generators of the EH. If all three generators that form the triangle are future generators, the triangle must be removed from the algorithm. This is because the approximation of two intersecting plane waves breaks down on large or long timescales, so it is possible for the triangle of future generators to wrap back toward the EH as we trace it backwards through time. If the triangle is never removed from the algorithm, then we see some future generator triangles intersecting with generators on the EH surface, resulting in unphysical holes in the event horizon.
